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CURVATURE ESTIMATE FOR THE VOLUME GROWTH OF
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LE Hong Van

Introduction.

It is weIl known that in each homology class of a Riemannian manifold there
exists a cycle of the least volume (or simply speaking, a globally minimal
surface). These globaIly minimal cycles yield many information of geometry
and topology of their ambient manifold, ho\vever, to deteet them the existence
(and almost regularity) theorems can not help us so mueh. Intuitively, one
knows that globally minimal surfaees would oeeupy a position of "maximal
curvature" in their ambient manifold. In A.T.Fomenko's and author's au
nouncement [LF] we gave a mathematical formulation of this eonjeeture. The
aim of this note is to eomplete the proof of our announcement [LF]. In partieu
lar, we obtain an estimate for the volurne gro\vth of globally minimal surfaees
in Riemannian manifolds, new isoperimetrie inequalities for these surfaees, an
explicit formula of the least volumes of elosed surfaees in symmetrie spaees.
As a result, \ve prove that every Helgason's sphere in a compaet irreducible
simply eonnected symmetrie space is a globally minimal surfaee. In connec
tion with the application of integral geometry to minimal surfaces [Le 2] we
note that the technique of Fomenko's method of geode~ic nullity employed in
this note is very elose to the technique in [Le 2]. In some sense, the method
of integral geometry in the theory of minimal surfaces is a bridge between the
calibration method [HL] and the method of geodesie nullity [Fo 1].

§1. Geodesie nullity of Riemannian manifolds and the volume of
globally minimal submanifolds.

a). Let Br(x) be the ball of radius r in a tangent space TxM. Recall that
the injeetive radius R(x) of a Riemannian manifold M at a point x is defined
as follows: R( x) = sup{ r I Exp : Br (x) ---+ 1\1 is a diffeomorphism }. The
injective radius R(M) of 1\/ is defined as: R(Af) = infxEA1 R(x). No\v \ve fix
a point Xo E l\f. We define k-dimensional deformation coefficient' Xk(X > xo)
as follows (ef.[Fo 2]). Suppose that 11~-1 is a (k - 1)-plane through x in the
tangent space TxM. Denote D;-l the disk of radius c in 11;-\ and by S~ the
disk Exp(D:-1

). We consider the cone C S~ formed by geodesics joining the
vertex Xo and the base S~. '''fe put

k-l) . volkes~
x(x > xo, fIx = hm I S'

~-o vo k-l ~
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b)Let /(x) be the function which measures the distanee between point x E M
and the fixed point xo. We set

We put

q( Xo, r) = exp( Ir ( max Xk( X > XO) )-1 dt).Jo xE{j=t}
(1.1)

Ok(XO) = Akq(XO' R(xo)),

Ok = inf Ok(XO),
xoEM

where Ak is the volume of the ball of radius 1 in Rk.

The defined value is called the k th geodesic nullity of Riemannian manifold M.
The follo\ving theorem was obtained by Fomenko in 1972 [Fo 2].

Theorem 1.1. Let X k C Mn be a globally minimal sur/ace. Then the follow

ing inequality holds

Remark. Theorem 1.1 has a elear geometrie interpretation. It is a consequence
of the fact that the derivative of logarithm of the volume function exhausting
a globally minimal surface X in M is greater than the function under integral
in (1.1). -This derivative d/dt(ln volXt ) equals the "isoperimetric~' relation
vol aXt/vol X t (see also Proof of Theorem 2.3). The injective radius of M is
involved, because X is a globally minimal surface in M.

§2. Lower bound for geodesie nullities of Riemannian manifolds.
New isoperimetrie inequalities.

Suppose that the section curvature of manifold M in any 2-plane is not greater
then a2 (a E R or a E A (2) R).

Theorem 2.1 [LF]. Lower bound 0/ geodesie nullity.

a) 11 a2 > 0 and Ra < 1r then we have:

nk(M) > kAk a1
-

k lR(sin at)k-l dt.

b) /1 a 2 > 0 and Ra > 1r then we have:
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d) If a 2 < 0 then we have:

!h(M) > kAk lal1
-

kLR
(sinh lalt)k-l dt.

Theorem 2.2 [LF]. Upper bound of the deformation coefficient. Let r be the
distance between x and XQ.

a) If a2 > 0 and r < 1r/a then we have:

b) If a = 0 then we have:

c) If a2 < 0 then we have

f; (sinh [al)k-l dt
Xk(X > xo) < (. h I I )k 1 .Sln a r -

Theorem 2.3 [LF]. Isoperimetric inequality. Assume that X k is a globally
minimal surfaces through a point x E M. Let Bx { r) be the geodesie ball 01
radius rand with its center at x. Denote A:-1 the boundary 01 the intersection

X k nBx{r) = X:.

a) If a2 > 0 and r < min{R, 1r / a) then we have:

vol{A:-1
) > sin{ar)k-l

voI(X;) - f;{sinat)k-1dt'

Consequently, the following inequality holds

vol{A~-l) > kAkal-k sink-1{ar).

b) If a = 0 and r < R then we have:

vol( .A.~-l) > kAk rk
- 1 = the volume of the standard k-dimensional sphere Sk

ofradius r.

Hence we imply the Jollowing inequalities:

k k 1 k
vol{Xr ) < {k)l-k (Ak)Tr-{volk_l A r)k::T.

c) If a2 < 0 then we have:
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vol(A~-t) (sinh laJr)k-l
----> .
vol(X;) - ß(sinh [alt)k-t dt

Hence we get

The estimates in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are sharp, that is, in many eases they
hecome equalities. Roughly speaking, these theorems tell us that globally
minimal surfaees tend to a position of "maximal curvature" in their ambient
manifold. Now we show sorne consequenees of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.4. // M is a compact simply-connected symmetrie space 0/ sec
tional curvature not greater than a, then the volurne 0/ any non-trivial cycle
is not less than the volume 0/ k-dimensionaI sphere 0/ curvature a.

Corollary 2.5. The length 0/ a homologically non-trivial loop in a mani/old
M is not Iess then the double injective radius 0/ M.

Corollary 2.6 Lower bound /or the vo/ume 0/ a mani/oId.

a) 11 a2 > 0 then we get:

vol(Mn) > n An a1
-

n faR(sinat t -1 dt.

b) // a = 0 , then we get: vol(Mn) > n AnR;1.

c) // a2 < 0 then we get

Remark. The estirnate in Corollary 2.6 eoineides ,vith that of Bishop's theorem
[BC).

Now we infer from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 the following eonsequence on the
volume gro,vth of globally minimal surfaces.

Corollary 2.7. Let X k be a globally minimal sur/ace in a complete non
compact Riemannian mani/old M of non-positive curvature. Then the /unction
Ver) = volkBx(r) grows at least as a polynomial ofr of degree k, where Bx(r)
is a geodesic ball 01 radius r in X k. // the curvature of /vI has. an upper bound
strict1y Iess than zero then the luncti0 n V (r) graws at Ieast as the exponent 0f
r.

Remark. It is weIl known that there is a elose relationship between the cur
vature of a Riemannian manifold At and the growth of its volume [Be). As a
consequence, \ve obtain the estimate for the gro\vth of its fundamental group
(see [MD, and other topological and geometricaI invariants of M such as the
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(2.1 )

Betti numbers, the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator and the Gromov in
variants [Br 1, Br 2, Gr 1, Gr 2, Gr 3].

Fro%/ Theorems and Corollaries. Let us \vrite down an explicit formula for
the coefficient Xk( x > xo, rr:-1). Suppose A(t) is the shortest geodesic curve
joining the points Xo = A(O) and x = A(r). So, for 0 < t < r, point A(t) is not
conjugated with xo. We now consider the case if x = A(r) is not conjugated
with Xo (otherwise, we should take the limit). Choose an orthonormal basis
of vectors Yi(r), ... , Yk-1(r) in the plane rrk

- 1 C TxM. (Let us recall that
by definition rr k -:- 1 must to be orthogonal to ~(r)). We denote !(p the (k
1)-dimensional cube in rr~-l with the edges pY(r). Then the formula for
deformation coefficient Xk( x > xo) can be re\vritten as follows:

here we set i<'p = Expx!(p .

We denote A;t the s-geodesic, joining points Xo and Expx(s}j(r)). Put

d .
Yj(t) = -d A~t·

81,,=0

Then Yj(t) is an Jacobian vector field with the data }j(O) = 0, Yj(r) - the
chosen vector in rrk- 1 , and besides, for every t \ve have }j (t) 1- j (t). \Ve note
that the tangent plane to the orthogonal section j(tp of the cone C j(p at the
point A(t) possesses the basis of vectors }} (t), .. , Yk- 1 (t). Hence,

This yields

= lim f; volk-l~tP dt = f; l}l(t) 1\ /\ Yk-1(t)1 dt.
p-o VOlk-l!(rp IYi (r) 1\ /\ Yk-l (r) I

Froo! 0/ Theorem 2.2. Put F(t) = lYi(t)1 ..... IYk-l(t)l. Since IYi(t) /\ ... /\
Yk-1(t)1 < pet), and this inequality becomes an equality at t = r, the for
mula(2.1) yields

/ k-l < f; F(t) dt
Xk(X > xo, rr ) - F(r) .

vVe need thc follo\ving lemmas.
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Lemma 2.8. Suppose F(t) be in(2.2). If for all t and}j the section curvature
S(~(t), }j(t)) < a2

, where a > 0, then the function F(t)/G(t) increases on the
interval [0, r]. Here G(t) = (sin at)k-1 /(sin ar)k-1.

Lemma 2.9. Suppose the function F(t) and G(t) be in the Lemma 2.8. Then
the Jollowing inequality holds

k F(t) dt f; G(t) dt---< .
F(r) - G(r)

Proof of Lemma 2.8. The Rauch's comparison Theorem [Be] states that the
function fj(t) = 1}j(t)l/ sin at increases on the interval [0, r]. Hence, the func
tion F(t)/G(t) = n fj is such a function.

Proof of Lemma 2.9. Since the function F(t)/G(t) increases on the interval
[0, r], we get F(xi)G(r) < G(xi)F(r) for every °< Xi < r. Hence we obtain

n n

L F(kr/n)G(r) < L G(kr/n)F(r).
k=O k=O

Letting n ---+ 00 we easily infer Lemma 2.10 from the above inequality.

Let us continue the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Taking into account (2.2) and lemmas 2.8, 2.9 we get

(
k-1) f; F(t) dt f;(sin at)k-1 dt

Xk X, TI < < k'- F(r) - (sinar)-1

The proof of the first part in Theorem 2.2 is completed. In the same way we
can prove the rest parts (b) and (c).

Proof 0/ Theorem 2.1. Let us recall the definition

f2 k (XO, r) = Ak exp [r ( max Xk(X > XO))-1 di.Jo xE{J=t}

Theorem 2.1 (a) yields

fa
r sin at)k-1 dt

fh(xo, r) > Ak exp J/(' )k 1 d .
. 0 0 sIn ar - T

Put

fa
r (sin at)k-1 dt

<Pk(r) = Ak exp t( . )k d'
o fo SlnaT -1 T

Clearly , \ve can infer Theorem 2.1(a) from the following identity

(2.3)
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Proof 0/ Formula (2.9). Put <I>Z(r) equal the right hand side in(2.3). We ob
serve that the functions <I>k(r) and <I>k(r) satisfy the same differential equation:

<I>k(r) <PZ(r)
---------(0Ior)<P k ( r) (aIor)<I>k(r )

Let us consider the limit

f;(sin at)k-l dt
(sinar)k-l

(2.4)

r <I>k(r) _ r Ak exp f;(fci(sinar)k-l dr)-l(sinat)k-l dt
T~ tI>k(r) - T~ k Aka1-k f;(sin at)k-l dt .

(2.5)

(2.6)

Taking into account the increaseness of the function (ar I sin ar)k-l on the
interval [0, tJ, where 0 < t < 7rIa, and using Lemma 2.10 we obtain

(sin at )k-l tk- 1 k
t < t = -.fo(sinar)k-1dr foTk-1dT t

Combining (2.5) and (2.6) yields the following inequality

I
. tI>k(r) I' Ak exp f; kt-1dt
1m < 1m k T )k .

T-O <Pk(r) - T-O kAk a 1- fo (sin at -1 dt

Fix c > O. Since limy_o(sin atl at) = 1 > 1- e \ve get the following inequality,

1
. <I> k ( r ) l' exp f; (kI t) dt
1m < 1m r -

tI>z( r) - r-O k f; (1 - € )k-I (at )k-l a1- k dt

r k

= lim k( )k-l = (1 - c)l-k,
r-O r 1 - c

Since the inequality (2.7) holds for all c > 0 we have

!im <I>k(r) < lim(l _ €) l-k = 1.
r-O tI>k(r) - ~-o

On the other hand, applying the inequality sin at < at to (2.5) \ve get

.m. ( ) \ (rr( . )k-l l-k k -k d
I
' 'l! k r I' Ak exp Ja SIn ay a .. Y Y
1m > 1m .

r-O <l>k(r) - r-O k Ak f; t k - l dt

Fixed c as above we have

1· <l>k(r) > l' (ir (1 - €)(ay)k-l dy ) -k
1m. _ 1m exp . r =

r-O <I>k(r) r-O 0 ak- I . yk , k- I
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_ l' -k (for (1 -" € )k-l k dy ) _ k((1-e).Ic-l-1)
- Imr exp - r .

r-O 0 y

Letting € --+ 0 we infer from (2.9)

1· 4>k(r) > l' k((1-e).Ic-l-1) - 11m Imr - .
r-O 4>k(r) - ~-O

Now we obtain from (2.8) and (2.10)

. <Pk(r)
hm m ( ) = 1.
r-O 'J:'k r

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

The differential equation (2.4) for 4> k( r) and 4>k(r) has the same initial data
(2.11). So \ve get the identity <P; = <I>k' that completes the proof of Theorem
2.2 (a).

The rest parts (c), (d) can be proved in the same way. The part (b) follows
from that fact if R > 1r/a then we have f2 k(At/) > nk(xo, 7r/a) > vol(Sk, l/a).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Fraol 01 Theorem 2.3. Let r be as in Theorem 2.3. We denote C A~-l the
geodesic cone of base A~-l and with its vertex at the point x. Since X; is a
globally minimal surface, and the cone CA~-1 is homological to X;, we have
vol(X:) < vol(CA~-l). Hence we conclude

vol(A:-1) > vol(A~-l) >
vol(X;) - vol(CA~-I)

-1 (sin ar )k-1

> (~~;Xk(Y > x)) > f;(sinat)k-l dt·

(The second inequality in (2.12) is inferred from the following formula

(2.12)

where rr;-l denotes the tangent space to AZ-1 at y. The third inequality in
(2.12) is a consequence of Theorem 2.2(a).)

We infer from (2.12) the following inequality

( . )k-1 ( . )k-l

(
k-1 > rk sln ar > sln ar

val CAr ) - val(Xr ));r(. )k 1 d _l"h(r) );r(. )k 1 d .o sln at - t 0 SIn at - t

Combining (2.13) and Theorem 1.1{a) yields
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This eompletes the proof of Theorem 2.3(a). The rest part of Theorem 2.3
ean be proved in the same way.

Proo! 0/ Corollary 2.4. It is weIl known that a eompaet simply-conneeted
symmetrie space satisfies the relation: Ra = 7r. So we get Corollary 2.4 from
Theorem 2.1.

Proo! 0/ Corollary 2.5.. Clearly, Al = 2. So \ve obtain fh (M) > 2 füR 1dt =
2R.

Pro%/ Corollary 2.6.a. Let dim(A1) = m. Then vol(M) > !1m (M). \Vith
the help of (2.3) we obtain Om(M) > ~m(R) = k Aka1-k f;(sin at)k-1 dt. This
eompletes the proof Corollary 2.6.a. The rest assertions can be proved in the
same way.

§3. Explieit formula for geodesie nullities of symmetrie spaces.
Global minimality of Helgason's spheres.

Suppose M is a compact symmetrie spaee. Let us compute the deformation
eoeffieient associated with fixed point e E M. Without 108s of generality
we compute this eoefficient at point Exp tx E M, where x is a vector in a
Cartan space H1M of the tangent space lllf to M at e. We shaIl redenote
Xk(Exprx) = Xk(Exprx > e).

Theorem 3.1. Let {O'i} be the roots systems 0/ symmetrie space M with
respeet to H,M. Suppose x is a veetor 0/ unit length in H'M . Without loss 0/
generality we assume that 01 (x) > ... > op(x) = 0 = 0p+1 (x) = ....
a) I! k < p then the /ollowing equality holds

(E )
_ f; sin( 0'1 (x )t) ..... sin(0k (x )t) dt

Xk xp rx - . () . () .sin 01 x r ..... sin 0k x r

b) If k > p then the Jollowing inequality holds

(E )
f; sin(0'1 (x)t) ..... sin(0p-l (x)t )tk- p dt

Xk xprx = . . k'sln(O'}(x)r) ..... sln(op_l(x)r)r -p

Lemma 3.2. Let {VI, ... ,Vk} E Al be an orthonormal frame whieh consist
ing 01 the eigenveetors 01 eigenvalues o~ (x), ... ,0;(x), , , ,0, ...0 0/ the operator
ad;. Denote 1~(t) the parallel vector field along the geodesics Exptx such that
lt;(O) = Vi, and denote ~Vi(t) the Jacobian vector field along Exp tx such that
1'Vi (O) = Vi. Then we have the following relation

- iJ i < p then l'Vi ( t) = Oi( X )-1 sin(Qi( x)t)V( t),

- iJ i > P then l-Vi(t) = tVi(t).
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Proo/ 0/ Lemma 9.2. In the tangent space IM the vector field tVi is a Jacobian
field along the ray tx. It is weH known that the vector field dExPltx(tvd is also
a Jacobian vector field along the geodesic Exptx C M [He]. Let us 'write an
explicit formula for the differential of the exponential mapping at the point
tx ( [He]). We will identify M with the quotient G/ U, moreover, the tangent
space IM \vith the orthogonal complement to the algebra IU in the algebra
IG. We denote exp the exponential mapping from the algebra to the group.
Then exp tx is an element in G acting on M and we denote dr(exp tx) the
differential of this action. We have

00 t2 aa;(tvd
dExPltx(tv) = dr(exptx)~ (2n )' =

n=O + 1 .

00 (t 2a 2(x))n( 1)"
= dr (exptx) ~ i - (tvi) =

n=O (2n + I)!

sin ai(x)t sin(ai(x )t)= dr(exp tx) tVi = (dr( exp tx )Vi) (3.1)
tOi(X) O'i(X)

Now we observe that the parallel vector field Vi is obtained from the vector Vi
by the shift dr(exp) along the geodesie Exptx, that is, l;i(t) = dr(exptx) Vi.
Hence we get Lemma 3.2 from (3.1).

Proof 0/ Theorem 3.1. Now we compute the coefficient Xk(Exprx, Ilk-l). We
observe that the tangent space IIk-l(t) to the normal section of the cone
Cn:- l at the point Exp tx can be represented as the stirn l: aiIl:-1 (t), where
ai are constant, and Il:-1(t) is the basis in the space Ak - 1 (TExPtxM) such that
Il7-1 (t) is generated by the orthonormal frame of vectors Wi(t) E TExptxM.
Using formula (2.1) we get

Hence we obtain

Combining Lemma 3.2 , Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.9 \ve get

if k < p. In the same way we can prove the theorem in the case k > p. The
proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
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Corollary 3.3. /1 M is asymmetrie space 01 rank == 1 }that is} dirn HIM = I}
then the deformation coefficient Xk(Exp rx) depends only on r.

a) For M = sn (or Rpn) we have Xk(r) = f;(sin t)k-l dt/{sin r)k-l.

b) FOT M = cpn we have

()
f;(sin v'2t)(sin t)2k-2 dt

Xk r = /ö .
sin V 2r(sin r )2k-2

c) For M = Hpn we have

We immediately obtain the following consequence.

Corollary 3.4. [Fo 1). For any k < n the standardly embedded space Rpn
rand cpn,Hpn resp.) has the volurne = nk(Rpn) rand n 2k(cpn),f!4k(Hpn)
resp.) , therefore it is a globally minimal submaniJold.

Let us now compute geodesie nullities flk(Rpn), f'l2kC pn, nk(Hpn). Clearly,
nk(Rpn) = ~vol(Sk(l)) can be computed from the following formulas. First,
we take integration over parallel sections of the unit ball

[1r/2 k
Ak = 2Ak-l Ja cos a dn.

Taking into account (2.3) we get

Heuce we obtain the following identity

2kAk Ja1f
/

2 sink-ln do:
k+l= .

2Ak fo1r
/

2
COS k +1 0: da

We infer from (3.2) the folIo\ving equation

[1r/2 sink+la da = k [1r/2 sink-la da.
Ja k + 1 Ja

Using (3.3) \ve easely get

(3.2)

(3.3)

1rk2k+1

A2kH = (2k + 1)!!.
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Let us compute n 2k(cpn) = vol(CPk). Using Corollary 3.3 and taking into
account R(Cpn) = 1r / sqrt2 we get

l
1rI 6qrt2 dt

nk(cpn) = A2k exp
a (sin V2t)(sin t)2k-l

['Tr16 Qrt2
. = 2kA2k Ja (sin V2t/V2)(sin t)2k-2 dt =

=2k 2k >'2k11

x 2k
-

1 dx = 7r
2k

/ k!.

In the same way we compute n 4k(Hpn) = vol(Hpk). We have

Remark. Operator aa; coincides \vith the Ricci transformation Rx : y -+ Rxyx
in the tangent space 11\1. Therefore, the deformation coefficient Xk(Exp rx) get
the maximal value, if and only if the plane rrk - 1 is an eigenspace \vith the maxi
mal eigenvalue of the induced Ricci transformation in tue spaee Ak-tTExprxNI.

Roughly speaking, the curvature at point Exp rx in direction (rx, rrk
-

t
) get

the maximal value.

It is weIl kno\vn that in a simply eonneeted irredueible compaet symmetrie
spaee M there are totally geodesie spheres of curvature a2

, where a2 is the
upper bound of seetion curvature on Ai. Further, any such sphere lies in same
totally geodesie Helgason's sphere of maximal dimension i(M). All Helga
son's spheres are equivalent under the action of the isometry group I so(M).
Moreover, they are of the same eurvature a2

• Now we immediately get from
Corollary 2.8 the follo\ving Proposition.

Proposition 3.5. If a Helgason sphere S(Al) realizes a non-trivial cycle in a
homology group of space AI, then it is a globally minimal submanifold in M.

First, we \vrite the list of Helgason 's spheres realizing a non-trivial cycles in
real homologies of eompaet irredueible simply-eonnected symmetrie spaces.

1) Ir 1\11 is a simple compact group, then i(l'l) = 3, and S(M) is a subgroup
assoeiated to a highest root of the group M.
2) AI = s[r{+m/S(U1 x [fm), i(M) = 2, S(l'l) = SU2 / S(Ut X U1).
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3) M = 501+2/501 X 502, i(M)'= 2, 5(M) = 803 /802,
4) M = 8U2n/5Pn, i(M) = 5, S(M) = SU4/Sp2.
5) M = SPm+n/Spm X Spn, i(M) = 4; ,S(M) = Hpl.
6) M = S02n/Un, i(M) = 2, S(M) = S04/U2'
7) 111 = Spn/Un, i(M) = 2, S(M) = SPI/UI,
8) lvI = F4 / Sping, i(M) = 8, S(M) = Sping/Spins.
9) NI = Ad E6 /T I SpinlO' i(M) = 2, S(M) = 8U2 /T I

•

10) lvI = AdE7/TI E6 , i(M) = 2, S(M) = SU2 /T I
•

11) j\1 = E6 / F4 , i(M) = 9, S(M) = SpinlO/ Sping.

Remark. In aIl listed eases, if the dimension of Helgason 's spheres i(M) =2,
the eorresponding symmetrie space are I(älerian manifolds, so their Helga
son's spheres are diffeomorphie to CPI.The global minimali ty of the Helgason
sphere in 1) was first proved by A.T.Fomenko [Fo 1], and then by Dao Chong
Thi [Da 1], H.Tasaki [Ts] the author [Le 1] by thc ealibration method. The
global minimality of the Helgason sphere in 8) was proved by A.T.Fomenko
[Fo 1] by the method of geodesie nuIlity and by M.Berger [Be] by the ealibra
tion method. It would be interesting to find calibrations whieh ealibrate the
Helgason spheres in 4) and 11). It is weIl knO\VD that aIl eharaeteristie elasses
on spaces AI in 4) and 11) are trivial[Ta 2]. vVe think a suitable calibration
may be chosen among induced. invariant differential forms from the isometry
group I(AI) to M (see also the proof below). We also conjecture that aB
Helgason's spheres are M*-minimal submanifolds (see [Le 2]).

Proo! 0/ our classification. By looking at the table of real homologies of
irredueible globaIly symmetrie spaees [Ta 1, Ta 2], and the table of Helgason's
spheres in these spaces [0], comparing dimensions, we conclude that all other
Helgason's spheres not in thc above list are trivial cycles in real homologies
of their ambient spaees. By the above remark, to complete the elassifieation,
it suffiees to show that thc Helgason's spheres in 4) and 11) are non-trivial
cycles. First, \ve consider the case 4) SeM) = SU4 / SP2 -.t SU2n / Spn' We
have the foIlo\ving eommutative diagram

SU4 / SP2 --+ SU2n / SPn
1 1
SU4 -.t SU2n .

Here the embedding SU2k / SPk ---+ SU2k , k=2 or n, is the Cartan embedding
of symmetrie spaees. We note that 55 = 5U4 / SP2 realizes a non-trivial cyele
in SU4 , since so does the corresponding subgroup SP2' Therefore~ the sphere
S5 also realizes a non-trivial cyele in SU2n , because the subgroup SU4 is totally
non-homologous to zero in SU2n . Henee \ve eonelude that the HeIgason sphere
S5 realizes a non-trivial cyele of real homologies of SU2n / Spn'
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The fact, that the Helgason's sph~re S9 realizes a non-trivial cycle of real
homologies of E 61F4 was proved in Dao Trong Thi's paper [D 2]. To see it we
consider the following sequence of mappings

It is easy to see that the resulting map P : 59 -----t 5U27 is a composition of two
maps PI and P2, where Pl(S9) C Spinl0 is a primitive cycle, and P2 is a spinor
representation of 5pinl0 which sends the primitive cycle S9 to a non·trivial
cycle in 5U27 [Dy], [Da 2]. Therefore, we conclude that the Helgason sphere
B9 realizes a non-trivial cycle of real homologies of E61F4 .

Theorem 3.6. Every Helgason's sphere in a compact irredueible simply con
neeted symmetrie space is a globally minimal sur/ace in its Z2 homology class.

Remark. As a simple corollary of our theorem we obtain that all Helgason
spheres in irreducible simply connected symmetrie spaces are stahle min~mal.

This corollary was obtained by Ohnita [0] with the help of analyzing the
spectrum of the Jacobi operator on these spheres.

Proof. In view of our classification it suffiees to show that the Helgason's
spheres not in the above list realize non-trivial cycles of Z2 homologies in their
ambient symmetrie spaees. All of them are of dimension 2 ([He], [0]). Since
their amhient spaees Mare simply connected and hesides, in the considered
cases we have '1r2( M) = Z2 [Ta 1], it suffices to show that these spheres realize
non-trivial elements of the second homotopy group '1r2(M). Let 1\;/ = GIU,
where G is a simply connected group. Our proof is based on the exact sequence
[Ta 1] "

o = '1r2(G) -----t '1r2( GIU) --Jo '1rl (U) --+ '1rl (G) = O.

Thus, the map j : '1r2(gjU) ~ 7fl(U) is an isomorphisni. Therefore, the
Helgason sphere realizes a non-trivial element in 'Tr2(GjU), if and only if its
image via j is a non-trivial eircle SI C U in the fundamental group 7fl (U).
Let us reeall a geometrical realization of the map j. Assume 52 is a sphere in
GIU. Fix a point x E 52. Let us realize the sphere 52 as a suspension over
SI such that one of its vertices is the fixed point x, and the other one is some
point y E S2. This means that \ve are given a homotopy F : [0, 1] X SI ---+ 52
such that F(O x SI) = x, and F(l x SI) = Y E 52. Let y be a point in
G ,,,"hose projection p(y) = y. According to the covering homotopy theorem
there exists a homotopy F : [0,1] x SI ---+ G such that F(l x SI) = y, and
p . t = F. Clearly, P realizes a relative sphere ,vhose boundary SI lies in the
fiber p-l (x). Hence, this eircle is the image of sphere 52 via the map j. Wi th
the above geometrie realization jF of the map j we will show that the image
jF(S2) of the Helgason sphere S2 E GIU may be chosen as a geodesie cirele
51 c U. To do this we consider the following orthogonal decomposition of
the Lie algebra IG = LU EB 1/, \vhere 11 is identified with the tangent space of
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the symmetrie spaee G/U. We note" that the totally geodesie subspace exp V
eoineides with the Cartan embedding C(GjU) of symmetrie spaee G/U into
G. Consider a highest root a of the algebra lG. It is known that its restrieted
root 0 is a highest root of the symmetrie spaee G/ U. Fix a Cartan algebra
Hv C V. Let ha E H v be the dual veetor to 0, and Vä E V the corresponding
eigenveetor. This implies that

where Her denotes the veetor in the Cartan algebra HelG corresponding to the
root 0, X er E ClG is the eorresponding eigenveetor, and () is the involutive
authomorphism defining the symmetrie spaee G/ U [He]. Recall that in our
ease Hegalson '8 sphere is of dimension 2. Therefore, the multiplicity of 0 equals
1 and Va is defined uniquely, moreover, the plane span(hö , Vä) is a Lie tripie.
Indeed, this plane is the tangent plane to the Helgason sphere 8 2 c G/ U, it
is also the tangent spaee to the Cartan embedding C(82

) of this sphere into
G. Now we put Wer = [ho, v&]. Since the multiplicity of 0 equals 1 \ve have
Wer E IUnC(Xa +(}Xer ) (see [He, p.336]). Taking into aeeount (3.4) we see that
the veetors hö:, Vrx, Wo form a basis of the Lie subalgebra in IG eorresponding
to the root a. Denote 8U2 (a) the eorresponding subgroup in G. We note that
the subgroup 8U2(a) contains the sphere C(52 ). Further, we observe that
the interseetion between groups 8U2 (a) and U is an one-dimensional eompaet
subgroup 51 (0) generated by the veetor wo'

Lemma 3.7. There exists a geometrical realization Fj such that Fj sends the
Helgason sphere 52 to the geodesic circle 51(0).

Proof. Let edenotes the antipodal point of e in the sphere C(52). Let 51 (e) be
the equator on C(52 ), eonsisting of those points 9 E Sb c G such that g2 = e.
We claim that the natural projeetion q : G --+ Gj U sends this equator to a
point. In fact, this claim is a eonsequenee of the following assertion

Proposition 3.8 [Fo 2, p.124]. Let gU be an arbitrary coset relative to U in
G, and besides, 9 E C(GjU). Then gU n C(GjU) = {R} n C(GjU).

This assertion ean be obtained from the follo\ving explieit expression for the
Cartan embedding C : GIU --+ G; gU --t gO'(g-I), \vhere 0' denotes the
corresponding involutive automorphism of the group G.

From Proposition 3.8 and the above claim we immediately get that the semi
sphere 8 2+ C C(82

) \vith boundary 51 (e) and containing point e is a relative
sphere of the fibration U --+ G ---+ GjU, moreover, its projeetion into G/U
eoineides \vith the Helgason sphere 8 2 C GjU. Now, it is easy to see that
there exists a geometrie realization Fj whieh sends the Helgason sphere 52 to
the equator 51(e). Suppose z is a point of SI(e). Then the shift L;1 sends
the equator 51 (e) to a geodesie cirele Tl (0). By definition Tl (0) is also a
geometrie realization of the image j(52

). To complete the pfoof of Lemma
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3.7 it suffices to show that TI(O) =. SI(O). In fact, the shift L;1 sends the
fiber containing SI(e) to the subgroup U and on the other hand, the sub
group SU2(0) is invariant under the action L;I. Hence, T l (o) belongs to the
intersection between SU2(0) and U. This implies that TI(O) = SI(O).

Corollary 3.9. SI (0) is a shortest closed geodesie on group G, and therefore,
on group U.

Proof. By construction SU2(0) is the subgroup corresponding to the highest
root 0 of G. Sinee G is simply eonnected the eirele SI (0) is of minimallength
[He].

Let U = SOn' 1t is known that a shortest closed geodesic on SOn is conjugate
under the action of the group I so(SOn) with the standardly embedded sub
group S02 \vhieh generates a non·trivial element in the fundamental group
1r1(SOn)' Hence, from Corollary 3.9 we immediately get the following eonse
quence.

Corollary 3.10. Helgason's spheres in symmetrie spaees SUn/ SOn; Es/ SOl6,
G2 / S04 reaZize non-trivial elements in Z2-homologies 0/ their ambient spaees.

In other cases we have to look more carefully. Our aim is to show that the
geodesic cirele SI (Q) realizes a non-trivial element in the fundamental group
1r1 (U). Let Wo belong to a Cartan algebra H 1U which is contained in a Cartan
algebra H,G. Let her E RWa be the vector corresponding to the root a. 1t is
known that the veetor h(0) = 41r ha/ 101 2 belongs to the uni t lat tice r(G, H1G)
of the group G. Let (; denote the universal covering of the group U. The
fact that the geodesic circle 81(0) realizes a non-trivial element in 7rl (U) is
equivalent to that h(o) does not belong to the unit lattice r(U, H1U ) of the
group f). It is known that the unit lattice r of the simply eonnected group
{; is spanz {h(ßj)}, where {ßj} is a fundamental systems of roots of IU, and
h(ßj) = 4trhßj /Ißj/2 (see [He], [Ta 1]).

Let us no\v eonsider asymmetrie spaee AI = G/ U, where IU is a direct sum
of 2 simple Lie algebras IU1 and IU2 • In our case lVf is one of the following
spaees: 80m+n/(SOn xSOm), E6 /(SU2 ·SU6 ), Ei/(SU2·SpinI2), E S /(SU2·E7 ),

F4 / SU2 • 8p3. (Except the ease of real grassmannians, other products listed (
above, U = U1 • U2 , are not direct. Namely, the interseetion of U1 and U2

eonsists of 2 points [Ta 1]). We note that the vector h(0) does not He in any
algebra IU., i = 1,2, otherwise, the subgroup 5U2(0) lies in the group Ui cU
entirely. This eontradiets to our observation that SU2 ( 0) meets U at only a
circle 8 1(0). Hence, in case IU = SOn ffi SOm, the root a can be \vritten as
Xi ± Xj, where Xi E H;on and Xj E H;om' Thus~ h(o) does not belong to the
unit lattiee of Spinn X Spinm • In the same \vay \ve verify that for aB listed
above M the Helgason sphere 52 realizes a non-trivial element in tr2(1\1) =
H 2 (lv!, Z) = H 2 (lVf, Z2) = Z2. To complete the proof of Theorem 3.6 \ve
need to eonsider the eases Al = E6 / P SP4 and 1\1 = E7 / SU;. Straightfor\vard
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ealeulation shows that if a elosed geodesie of minimallength in group (;/ {±1},
[; = SP4, SUs, then it is eonjugate under Io(U) with either the eirele SI(ß)
generated by highest root ßor the elosed geodesie S; whose puB baek into the
eovering group U is the shortest geodesie joining two element (+1) = (e) and
(-1). Sinee the group SU2(a) does not He in U, we get that a is not a highest
root of ZU1 EB ZU2 • Hence, we easily obtain that the eireie SI (a) is eonjugate
with S;. Thus, SI (a) realizes a non-trivial element in 1r1 ( U) . This eompietes
the proof.

In eonciusion we show a consequence of Theorem 2.1 for non-compact sym
metrie spaees. It is weB known that the upper bound of seetion eurvature of
these spaees is zero [He].

Proposition 3.11. Let X be a flat totally geodesie submanifoZd in a non
compact symmetrie space M. Then X is a globally minimal submanilold.

Acknowledgement. I would like to thank the ~1ax-PlanckInstitut für Math
ematik for hospitality and financial support.
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CURVATURE ESTIMATE FOR THE VOLUME GROWTH OF
GLOBALLY MINIMAL SURFACES

LE Hang Van

Introduction.

It is weH known that in each homology elass of a Riemannian manifold there
exists a cyele of the least volume (or simply speaking, a globally minimal
surface). These globally minimal cycles yield many information of geometry
and topology of their ambient manifold, however, to detect them the existence
(and almost regularity) theorems cau not help us so much. Intuitively, one
knows that globally minimal surfaces would occupy a position of "maximal
curvature" in their ambient manifold. In A.T.Fomenko's and author's an
nouncement [LF] we gave a mathematical formulation of this conjecture. The
aim of this note is to complete the proof of our announcement [LF]. In particu
lar, we obtain an estimate for the volume growth of globally minimal surfaees
in Riemannian manifolds, new isoperimetrie inequalities for these surfaces, an
explieit formula of the least volumes of elosed surfaces in symmetrie spaees.
As a result, we prove that every Helgason 's sphere in a compact irreducible
simply connected symmetrie space is a globally minimal surface. In eonnee
tion with the application of integral geometry to minimal surfaces [Le 2] we
note that the teehnique of Fomenko's method of geodesie nullity employed in
this note is very elose to the technique in [Le 2]. In some sense, the method
of integral geometry in the theory of minimal surfaces is a bridge between the
ealibration method [HL] and the method of geodesic nullity [Fo 1].

§1. Geodesie nullity of Riemannian manifolds and the volume of
globally minimal submanifolds.

a) Let B r (x) be the ball of radius r in a tangent space TxM. Recall that
the injective radius R(x) of a Riemannian manifold M at a point x is defined
as follows: R(x) = sup{rl Exp : Br(x) --+ M is a diffeomorphism}. The
injective radius R(M) of M is defined as: R(M) = infxEM R(x). Now we fix
a point Xo E M. We define k-dimensional deformation coefficient' Xk(X > xo)
as follows (cf.[Fo 2]). Suppose that rr;-l is a (k - l)-plane through x in the
tangent space TxM. Denote D;-l the disk of radius e in rr;-1, and by S~ the
disk Exp(D~-l). We consider the cone C S~ formed by geodesics joining the
vertex Xo and the base S~. We put

(
k-l)' VOlkCs~

X x > xo, IIx = 11m 1 S'
~-o VO k-l ~
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b)Let f( x) be the function whieh measures the distance between point x E M
and the fixed point xo. We set

We put

q(xo, r) = exp( {r ( max Xk(X > XO))-l dt).
Jo xE{/=t}

(1.1)

f!k(XO) = Akq(XO' R(xo)),

DA: = inf fh(xo),
xoEM

where AI. i8 the volume of the ball of radius 1 in Rk
•

The defined value i8 called the kth geodesie nullity of Riemannian manifold M.
The following theorem was obtained by Fomenko in 1972 [Fo 2].

Theorem 1.1. Let Xl. C Mn be a globally minimal Bur/ace. Then the /ollow
ing inequality holds

Remark. Theorem 1.1 has a clear geometrie interpretation. It is a consequence
of the fact that the derivative of logarithm of the volume function exhausting
a globally minimal surface X in M is greater than the function under integral
in (1.1). Thi8 derivative dJdt( In voIXt ) equals the "isoperimetric" relation
vol aXt/vol X t (see also Proof of Theorem 2.3). The injective radius of M is
involved, because X is a globally minimal surface in M.

§2. Lower bound for geodesie nullities of Riemannian manifolds.
N ew isoperimetrie inequalities.

Suppose that the section curvature of manifold M in any 2-plane is not greater
then a2 (a E R or a E J=I ~ R).

Theorem 2.1 [LF]. Lower bound 01 geodesie nullity.

a) 11 a2 ~ 0 and Ra :::; 1r then we have:

fh(M) ~ kAk a l
-

k faR(8in at)k-I dt.

b) 11 a2 > 0 and Ra > .". then we have:

2



d) If a 2 ~ 0 then we have:

fh(M) ::: kAk lal 1
-
k !oR (sinh lalt)k-l dt.

Theorem 2.2 [LF]. Upper bound of the deformation coefficient. Let r be the
distance between x and XQ.

a) I/ a2
;:::: 0 and r ~ 1r/a then we haue:

( )
J;(sin at)k-1dt

Xk x > XQ ~ (' )k 1Sin ar -

b) If a = 0 then we have:

c) If a2 ~ 0 then we have

Theorem 2.3 [LF]. Isoperimef1'ic inequality. Assume that Xk is a globally
minimal surfaces through a point x E M. Let Ex (r) be the geodesic ball 0 f
radius rand with its center at x. Denote A~-l the boundary 0/ the intersection
XknBr(r) = X:.

a) 1/ a 2 > 0 and r ~ min(R, 'Fr Ja) then we have:

vol(A~-l) > sin(ar)k-l

vol(X:) - J;(sinat)k-1dt'

Consequently, the following inequality holds

vol(A:-1
) ;:::: kAk a l

-
k sink-1(ar).

b) If a = 0 and r ~ R then we have:

vol(A~-I) 2:: kAk r k - l = the volume of the standard k-dimensional sphere Sk
of radius r.

Hence we imply the following inequalities:

c) If a2 < 0 then we have:
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Hence we get

The estimates in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are sharp, that is, in many cases they
become equalities. Roughly speaking, these theorems tell us that globally
minimal surfaces tend to a position of "maximal curvature" in their ambient
manifold. Now we show some consequences of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.4. 1/ M is a compact simply-connected symmetrie spaee 0/ sec
tional curvature not greater than a, then the volume 0/ any non-trivial cycle
is not less than the volume 0/ k-dimensional sphere 0/ curvature a.

Corollary 2.5. The length 0/ a homologically non-trivial loop in a mani/old
M is not less then the double injective radius 0/ M.

Corollary 2.6 Lower bound /or the vo/ume 0/ a mani/old.

a) 1/ a2 > 0 then we get:

vol(Mn) ~ n An a1- n foR (sin att-1 dt.

b) I/ a = 0 , then we get: vol(Mn) 2: n )..nIr'.

c) I/ a2 < 0 then we get

vol(MR
) ~ n An lal1

-
n foR (sinh lalt)n-l dt.

Remark. The estimate in Corollary 2.6 coincides with that of Bishop's theorem
[BC}.

Now we infer from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 the following consequence on the
volume growth of globally minimal surfaces.

Corollary 2.7. Let X k be a globally minimal sur/ace in a complete non
compact Riemannian mani/old M 0/ non-positive curvature. Then the /unction
V(r) = volkBx(r) grows at least as a polynomial ofr 0/ degree k) rohere Bx(r)
is a geodesie ball 0/ radius r in X k . I/ the curvature 0/ M has an upper bound
strictly less than zero then the function V(r) grows at least as the exponent 0/
r.

Remark. It is weH known that there is a elose relationship between the cur
vature of a Riemannian manifold M and the growth of its volume [Be). As a
consequence, we obtain the estimate for the growth of its fundamental group
(see [MD, and other topological and geometrical invariants of M such as the
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(2.1)

Betti numbers, the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator and the Gromov in
variants [Br 1, Br 2, Gr I, Gr 2, Gr 3].

Pro01 0/ Theorems and Corollaries. Let us write down an explieit formula for
the coeffieient Xk(X > Xo, n;-l). Suppose A(t) is the shortest geodesie curve
joining the points Xo = A(O) and x = A( r). So, for 0 < t < r, point A(t) i8 not
conjugated with xo. We now con8ider the case if x = A(r) is not conjugated
with Xo (otherwise, we should take the limit). Choose an orthonormal basis
of vectors Yi(r), ... ,Yk-1(r) in the plane rrk- 1 C TxM. (Let us recall that
by definition rrk- 1 must to be orthogonal to ~(r)). We denote !(p the (k
1)-dimensional cube in II;-1 wi th the edges pY(r ). Then the formula for
deformation coefficient Xk(X > xo) can be rewritten as follows:

( nk-1) l' voh(Ci<p)
Xk x > Xo, x = 1m -,

p-o VOlk-1 I( p

here we set Kp = Expx!(p .

We denote A~t the s-geode8ic, joining points Xo and Expx(s}j(r)). Put

d .
}j(t) = -d A~t·

S 16;;;0

Then }j (t) i8 an Jacobian vector field wi th the data lj(0) = 0, lj(r) - the
chosen vector in nk- 1, and besides, for every t we have lj(t) 1.. ~(t). We note
that the tangent plane to the orthogonal section Ktp of the cone C j(p at the
point A(t) p08sesses the basis of vectors Yi (t ), .. , Yk - 1 ( t). Hence,

This yields

= lim J; VOlk_1~tP dt = J; lYi(t) /\ /\ Yk-1(t)1 dt
p-o VOlk-1 !(rp IYi (r) /\ /\ Yk- 1(r) I

Pro%l Theorem 2.2. Put F(t) = !Yi(t)l· .... IYk-1(t)l. Since IYi(t) /\ ... /\
Yk - 1 (t)1 ::; F(t), and this inequality becomes an equality at t = r, the for
mula(2.1) yields

( rrk-1) < f; F(t) dt
XkX>XO, - F(r) .

We need the following lemmas.
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Lemma 2.8. Suppose·F(t) be in(2.!!). // for all t and}j the section curvature
S(~(t), }j(t)) ~ a2 , where a > 0, then the function F(t)/G(t) increases on the
interval [O,r]. Bere G(t) = (sinat)k-1/(sinar)k-1.

Lemma 2.9. Suppose the function F(t) and G(t) be in the Lemma 2.8. Then
the Jollowing inequality holds

f; F(t) dt < f; G(t) dt.
F(r) - G(r)

Proo/ 0/ Lemma 2.8. The Rauch's comparison Theorem [Be] states that the
function /j(t) = 1}j(t)l/ sin at increases on the interval [0, rl. Hence, the func
tion F(t)/G(t) = TI /j is such a function.

ProoJ 0/ Lemma !!.9. Since the function F(t)/G(t) increases on the interval
[0, r], we get F(xi)G(r) ~ G(xi)F(r) for every °~ Xi ~ r. Hence we obtain

n n

L F(kr/n)G(r) ::; L G(kr/n)F(r).
k=O k=O

Letting n -+ 00 we easily infer Lemma 2.10 from the above inequality.

Let us continue the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Taking into account (2.2) and lemmas 2.8, 2.9 we get

( rrk-l) f~ F(t) dt f;(sin at)k-l dt
Xk x, < () < ( k .- F r - sin ar) -1

The proof of the first part in Theorem 2.2 is completed. In the same way we
can prove the rest parts (b) and (c).

Proof 0/ Theorem !!.1. Let us recall the definition

nk(Xo, r) = Ak exp {T ( max Xk(X > xO))-l dt.Jo xE{!=t)

Theorem 2.1 (a) yields

fn
T sin at)k-1 dt

nk(xo, r) ~ Ak exp f/(' )k-1 d .
o 0 SIn ar r

Put

fo
T (sin at)k-1 dt

~k(r) = Ak exp ];t(. )k 1 d .
o 0 sIn ur - r

Clearly , we can infer Theorem 2.1(a) from the following identity

(2.3)
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Proof of Formula (2.3). Put cI>Z(r) equa1 the right hand side io(2.3). We ob
serve that the functions 4>k(r) and 4>k(r) satisfy the same differential equation:

(2.4)

Let us consider the limit

Taking into account the increaseness of the function (ar I sin aT )k-l on the
interval [0, t}, where 0 :::; t :::; 'TrIa, and using Lemma 2.10 we obtain

(sin at)k-I tk- I k----,-....:....--....:....-_- < - -
Jci(sin ar)k-I dr Jci r k- I dT - t'

Combining (2.5) and (2.6) yields the following inequality

(2.6)

lim ~k(r) ~ lim Ak exp!; .k t-
I

dt .
r-O cI>Z(r) r-O kAk al - k Jo (sln at)k-I dt

Fix c > O. Since limll_o(sin atl at) = 1 > 1-c we get the following inequality.

1
• cI>k(r) l' exp J;(klt) dt
1m-- < 1m ------.....;;....~;.......;...~--~

cI>Z(r) - r-O k J; (1 - e)k-l (at)k-I al - k dt

r k

= lim k( )k-l = (1 - e)l-k.
r-O r 1 - e

Since the inequality (2.7) ho1ds for all c > 0 we have

1· cI>k(r) < l' (1 )l-k 1Im-- 1m -e =.
r-O cI>k(r) - ~-o

On the other hand, applying the inequality sin at < at to (2.5) we get

Fixed e as above we have

1• 4>k(r) > l' (!ar (1 - e)(ay)k-I dy) -k
Iffi-- _ Imexp r =

r-O cI>k(r) r-O 0 ak- I . yk . k- I

7
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_ I' -I. (far (1 - e)1.-1 k dy ) _ k((1-e)k-1-1)- Imr exp - r .
r-O 0 y

Letting c -t 0 we infer from (2.9)

I· q>k(r) > I' k((1-e)k-I-I) - 1Im-- Imr - .
r-o cI>Z(r) - e-O

Now we obtain from (2.8) and (2.10)

. cI>k(r)
IIm~() = 1.
r-O ':i'k r

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

The differential equation (2.4) for q>k ( r) and <I> k(r) has the same initial data
(2.11). So we get the identity cI>k = <I>k, that completes the praof of Theorem
2.2 (a).

The rest parts (c), (cl) can be proved in the same way. The part (b) follows
from that fact if R > tr/a then we have Ok(M) > Ok(XO, trla) 2:: vol(Sk, 1/a).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Pro%/ Theorem f.9. Let r be as in Theorem 2.3. We denote CA~-1 the
geodesie cone of base A:-1 and with its vertex at the point x. Since X; is a
globally minimal surface, and the cone CA;-I is homological to X;, we have
vol(X:) ~ vol(CA~-1). Hence we conclude

vol(A:-1) > vol(A;-1) >
vol(X:) - vol(CA~-1) -

-1 (sin ar)k-1
2:: (maxXk(Y > x)) 2:: ft(· t)k-1 d .

lIEA r 0 SIn a t

(The second inequality in (2.12) is inferred from the following formula

(2.12)

where rrZ-1 denotes the tangent space to AZ-1 at y. The third inequality in
(2.12) is a consequence of Theorem 2.2(a).)

We infer from (2.12) the following inequality

(2.13)

Combining (2.13) and Theorem 1.1(a) yields

vol A:-1 2:: kAk a1- k (sin ar )k-l •
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This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3(a). The rest part of Theorem 2.3
can be proved in the same way.

Pro01 0/ Corollary !!.4. It is weIl known that a compact simply-connected
symmetrie space satisfies the relation: Ra = 1L SO we get Corollary 2.4 from
Theorem 2.1.

Pro%l Corollary 2.5.. Clearly,..\l = 2. So we obtain f21(M) 2:: 2 füR 1 dt =
2R.

Pro%/ Corollary 2.6.a. Let dim(M) = m. Then voI(M) 2:: f2m (M). With
the he1p of (2.3) we obtain Om(M) 2:: <I-m(R) = k "\ka1-k f; (sin at)k-l dt. This
completes the proof Corollary 2.6.a. The rest assertions can be proved in the
same way.

§3. Explieit formula for geodesie nullities of symmetrie spaces.
Global minimality of Helgason's spheres.

Suppose M is a compact symmetrie space. Let us compute the deformation
coefficient associated with fixed point e E M. Without 10ss of genera1ity
we compute this coefficient at point Exptx E M, where x is a vector in a
Cartan space H 'M of the tangent space IM to M at e. We shall redenote
Xk(Exprx) = Xk(Exprx > e).

Theorem 3.1. Let {o.:} be the roois systems 0/ symmetrie spaee M with
respeet to H,M . Suppose x is a vector 0/ unit Iength in H'M . Without 10ss 01
generality we assume that 01(X) 2:: ... 2:: op(x) = 0 = Op+1(X) = ....

a) 11 k < p then the Jollowing equality holds

(E )
_ J; sin(ol{x)t) ..... sin(ok(x)t) dt

XI. xp rx - . () . () .
sIn 01 x r ..... SIn 01. x r

b) 11 k 2:: p then the Jollowing inequality holds

(E )
f; sin(a1 (x.}t) ..... sin(a p -1 (x)t )t k -

pdt
Xk xprx = . . .

SIn(01 (x)r) ..... sIn(0p-1 (x)r )rk -
p

Lemma 3.2. Let {Vb ... , VI.} E M be an orthonormal frame which consist
ing 0/ the eigenvectors 0/ eigenvalues o~(x), ... , a;(x)"" 0, ...0 01 the operator
aa;. Denote Vi(t) the parallel vector field along the geodesics Exptx such thai
Vi(O) = Vi, and denote Wi(t) the Jacobian vector field along Exptx such that
Wi(O) = Vi. Then we have the /ollowing relation

- i/i< P then Wi(t) = ai(x)-l sin(ai(x)t)V(t),

- il i.2:: p then Wi(t) = tVi(t).'
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Proo/ of Lemma 9.2. In the tangent space IM the vector field tVi is a Jacobian
field along the ray tx. It is weIl known that the vector field dExPltx(tvi) is also
a Jacobian vector field along the geodesie Exp tx C M [He). Let us write an
explicit formula for the differential of the exponential mapping at the point
tx ( [He)). We will identify M with the quotient G/U, moreover, the tangent
space 1M with the orthogonal complement to the algebra IU in the algebra
lG. We denote exp the exponential mapping from the algebra to the group.
Then exp tx is an element in G acting on M and we denote dr(exp tx) the
differential of this action. We have

00 (t 2a 2 (x))n( l)n=d'T (exptx) E i - (tvi) =
n=O (2n+l)!

Now we observe that the parallel vector field Vi is obtained from the vector Vi
by the shift dr(exp) along the geodesie Exptx, that is, Vi(t) = d'T(exptx) Vi.
Hence we get Lemma 3.2 from (3.1).

Proof 0/ Theorem 3.1. Now we compute the coefficient Xk(Exp rx, rrk- l
). We

observe that the tangent space ITk-1(t) to the normal section of the cone
CD;-l at the point E xp tx can be represented as the sum L ai IT7-1 (t ), where
ai are constant , and IT7-1 (t) is the basis in t he space Ak-l (TExp trM) such that
Il7- I (t) is generated by the orthonormal frame of vectors Wi(t) E TExptrM.
Using formula (2.1) we get

Hence we obtain

Combining Lemma 3.2 , Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.9 we get

if k < p. In the same way we can prove the theorem in the case k 2: p. The
proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
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Corollary 3.3. IJ M is asymmetrie spaee 0/ rank = 1 ,that is, dirn HIM = 1,
then the deformation coeffieient Xk(Exp rx) depends only on r.

a) For M = sn (or Rpn) we have Xk(r) = f;(sin t)k-l dtJ(sin r)k-l.

b) For M = cpn we have

()
J;(sin V2t)(sin t)2k-2 dt

Xk r = . M .
sin V 2r(sin r )2k-2

e) For M = Hpn we have

()
J;(sin -/2t)3(sin t)4k-4 dt

Xk r =
(sin V2r)3(sin r)4k-4

We immediately obtain the following consequence.

Corollary 3.4. [Fa 1]. For any k ~ n the standardly embedded spaee RFn
(and cpn, H pn resp.) has the volume = Ok(Rpn) (and 02k(cpn), 04k(Hpn)
resp.), there/ore it is a globally minimal submaniJold.

Let us now compute geodesic nulli ties Ok(Rpn ), 02kCpn , 0 k(Hpn ). Clearly,
Ok(Rpn) = ~vol(Sk(l)) can be computed from the following formulas. First,
we take integration over parallel seetions of the unit ball

Taking into account (2.3) we get

Hence we obtain the following identity

k
2kAk Ja1t/2sink-la da

4+1= 2 .
2Ak J;/ cosk+la da

We infer from (3.2) the following equation

f1t/2 sink+la da = _k_ f1t/2 sink-la da.
Ja k + 1 Ja

Using (3.3) we easely get

(3.2)

(3.3)

1rk2k+l

A2k+l = (2k + I)!!'
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Let us eompute fl2k (cpn) = vol(Cpk). Using Corollary 3.3 and taking into
aeeount R(Cpn) = 1r / sqrt2 we get

l
1r /,Qrt2 dt

fl. cpn = A ex =
k( ) 2k P 0 (sin V2t)(sin t)2k-l

r1f"/3Qrt2
= 2kA2k Jo (sin V2t/V2) (sin t?k-2 dt =

= 2k 2k A2k fal x 2k- 1 dx = ,..2k/ kL

In the same -yvay we eompute n4k(Hpn) = vol(HPk). We have

Remark. Operator ad'; eoincides with the Ried transformation Rx : y --;. Rxyx
in the tangent spaee IM. Therefore, the deformation eoeffieient Xk(Exprx) get
the maximal value, if and only if the plane rrk- 1 is an eigenspaee with the maxi
mal eigenvalue of the indueed Rieei transformation in the spaee Ak-lTExpr:r:M.

Roughly speaking, the eurvat ure at pointExp r x in direet ion (rx, TIk-1) get
the maximal value.

It is weH known that in a simply eonneeted irredueible eompact symmetrie
spaee M there are totally geodesie spheres of eurvature a2 , where a2 is the
upper bound of section eurvature on M. Further, any such sphere lies in some
totally geodesic Helgason's sphere of maximal dimension i(M). All Helga
son's spheres are equivalent under the action of the isometry group I so(M).
Moreover, they are of the same eurvature a2 • Now we immediately get from
Corollary 2.8 the following Proposition.

Proposition 3.5. I/ a Helgason sphere S(M) realizes a non-trivial cycle in a
homology group 0/ space M, then it is a globally minimal submanifold in M.

First, we write the list of Helgason 's spheres realizing a non-trivial eycles in
real homologies of eompaet irredueible simply-eonneeted symmetrie spaees.

1) If M is a simple compaet group, then i(A1) = 3, and S(M) is a subgroup
associated to a highest root of the groupM.
2) M = SUI+m/S(UI X Um), i(M) = 2, S(M) = SU2 /S(U1 X Ud.
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3) M = 80,+2/80, X 80'1, i(M) = 2, S(M) = 803 /802 •

4) M = SU2n / Spn, i(M) = 5, S(M) = SU4 / SP'J.
5)M=SPm+n/SPmxSPn, i(M) =4; ,S(M)=Hpl.
6) M = S02n/Un, i(M) = 2, S(M) = S04/U2'
7) M = SPn/Un, i(M) = 2, S(M) = SPl/Ul ,
8) M = F4/ Sping, i(M) = 8, S(M) = Sping/Spins.
9) M = Ad Ea/Tl SpinlO' i(M) = 2, S(M) = SU2 /Tl .
10) M = AdE7 /T l E6 , i(M) = 2, S(M) = 8U2 /Tl

.

11) M = E6 / F4, i(M) = 9, S(M) = SpinlO/Sping.

Remark. In alllisted eases, if the dimension of Helgason's spheres i(M) =2,
the eorresponding symmetrie spaee are Kälerian manifolds, so their Helga
son's spheres are diffeomorphie to Cpl.The global minimality of the Helgason
sphere in 1) was first proved by A.T.Fomenko [Fo 1], and then by Dao Chong
Thi [Da 1], H.Tasaki [Ts] the author [Le 1] by the ealibration method. The
global minimality of the Helgason sphere in 8) was proved by A.T.Fomenko
[Fo 1] by the method of geodesie nullity and by M.Berger [Be] by the ealibra
tion method. It would be interesting to find ealibrations whieh ealibrate the
Helgason spheres in 4) and 11). It is well known that all eharaeteristie dasses
on spaees M in 4) and 11) are trivial[Ta 2]. We think a suitable ealibration
may be chosen among indueed invariant differential forms from the isometry
group I(M) to M (see also the proof below). We also eonjeeture that aIl
Helgason's spheres are M·-minimal submanifolds (see [Le 2J).

Proof of our classification. By looking at the table of real homologies of
irreducible globally symmetrie spaees [Ta 1, Ta 2], and the table of Helgason's
spheres in these spaces [0], comparing dimensions, we eondude that all other
Helgason's spheres not in the above list are trivial eycles in real homologies
of their ambient spaces. Hy the above remark, to eomplete the dassifieation,
it suffiees to show that the Helgason's spheres in 4) and 11) are non-trivial
cycles. First, we eonsider the ease 4) S(M) = SU4/ SP2 ---+ 8U2n / Spn' We
have the following eommutative diagram

8U4 / SP2 ---+ SU2n / Spn

! !
8U4 ---+ SU2n .

Here the embedding SU2k / SPk ---+ 8U'Jk, k=2 or n, is the Cartan embedding
of symmetrie spaces. We note that 8 5 = 8U4 / SP2 realizes a non-trivial eyde
in 8U4 , since so does the corresponding subgroup SP2. Therefore, the sphere
S5 also realizes a non-trivial eyde in 8U2n , beeause the subgroup SU4 is totally
non-homologous to zero in SU2n . Henee we eondude that the Helgason sphere
8 5 realizes a non-trivial eyde of real homologies of SU2n /8Pn'
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The fact, that the Helgason's sphere 8 9 realizes a non-trivial eycle of real
homologies of Ea/ F4 was proved in Dao Trong Thi's paper [D 2]. To see it we
consider the following sequenee of mappings

It is easy to see that the resulting map p : 8 9 ~ 8U'J7 is a composition of two
maps P1 and P2, where P1(B9) C 8pinlO is a primitive cycle, and P2 is a spinor
representation of 8pinlO which sends the primitive cycle 8 9 to a non-trivial
cycle in 8U27 [Dy], [Da 2]. Therefore, we eondude that the Helgason sphere
8 9 realizes a non-trivial eycle of real homologies of Ea/ F4 •

Theorem 3.6. Every Helgason's sphere in a eompaet irredueible simply eon
neeted symmetrie spaee is a globally minimal sur/ace in its Z2 homology dass.

Remark. As a simple eorollary of our theorem we obtain that all Helgason
spheres in irreducible simply eonneeted symmetrie spaces are stable minimal.
This corollary was obtained by Ohnita [0] with the help of analyzing the
spectrum of the Jacobi operator on these spheres.

Proof. In view of our classifieation it suffices to show that the Helgason 's
spheres not in the above list realize non-trivial eycles of Z2 homologies in their
ambient symmetrie spaces. All of them are of dimension 2 ([He], [0]). Since
their ambient spaces Mare simply connected and besides, in the eonsidered
cases we have 1r'2( M) = Z2 [Ta l], it suffices to show that these spheres realize
non-trivial elements of the second homotopy group 1r'2(M). Let M = G/U,
where G is a simply eonnected group. Our proof is based on the exact sequence
[Ta 1]

o = 1r2(G) --. 1r2(G/U)~ 7r1(U) ~ 7I"1(G) = O.

Thus, tbe map j : 7r2(g/U) --. '1r1(U) is an isomorphism. Therefore, the
Helgason sphere realizes a non-trivial element in '1r2(G/U), if and only if its
image via j is a non-trivial circle 8 1 C U in the fundamental group 7r1(U).
Let us recall a geometrical realization of the map j. Assurne 8 2 is a sphere in
G/ U. Fix a point x E 82

• Let us realize the sphere 8 2 as a suspension over
8 1 such that one of its vertices is the fixed point x, and the other one is some
point y E 8 2 . This means that we are given a homotopy F : [0, 1] X 8 1~ 8 2

such that F(O x 8 1) = x, and F(l X 8 1) = Y E 8 2 • Let f} be a point in
G whose proj eetion p(y) = y. Aecording to the covering homotopy theorem
there exists a homotopy F : [0,1] X 8 1 --+ G such that F(l x 51) = y, and
p' P = F. Clearly, F realizes a relative sphere whose boundary 51 lies in the
fiber p-1(X). Hence, this eircle is the image of sphere 8 2 via the map j. With
the above geometrie realization jF of the map j we will show that the image
jF(82

) of the Helgason sphere 8 2 E G/U may be chosen as a geodesie circIe
8 1 C U. To do this we consider the following orthogonal deeomposition of
the Lie algebra lG = lU ffi V, where V is identified with the tangent space of
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the symmetrie spaee GIU. We note that the totally geodesic subspaee exp V
eoincides with the Cartan embedding C(GIU) of symmetrie spaee GIU into
G. Consider a highest root 0 of the algebra IG. It is known that its restrieted
root a is a highest root of the symmetrie spaee GIU. Fix a Cartan algebra
Hv C V. Let hö E Hv be the dual vector to ö, and V ö E V the eorresponding
eigenvector. This implies that

hö = H(1/2)(Ha - Hoa), Rvö = V n C(Xo' - OXo' )' (3.4),

where Ha denotes the vector in the Cartan algebra HCIG corresponding to the
root 0, X a E elG is the corresponding eigenvector, and 0 is the involutive
authomorphism defining the symmetrie spaee GIU [He]. Reeall that in our
ease Hegalson's sphere is of dimension 2. Therefore, the multiplicityof ö equals
1 and Va is defined uniquely, moreover, the plane 8pan(h&, v&) is a Lie tripIe. I

Indeed, this plane is the tangent plane to the Helgason sphere 8 2 c GIu, it
is also the tangent space to the Cartan embedding C(82

) of this sphere into
G. Now we put WO' = [ha, va]. Since the multiplicity of ö equals 1 we have
Wo E IUnC(XO'+OXo ) (see [He, p.336]). Taking ioto aceouot (3.4) we see that
the vectors hö , Va, Wo form a basis of the Lie subalgebra in IG corresponding
to the foot 0. Denote 8U2(0) the eorresponding subgroup in G. We note that
the subgroup 8U2(0) eontains the sphere C(82). Further, we observe that
the interseetion between groups 8U2 (a) and U is an one-dimensional eompaet
subgroup 81(0) generated by the veetor wO'.

Lemma 3.7. There exists a geometrical realization Fj such that Fj sends the
He1gason sphere 8 2 to the geodesic circ1e 81(0).

Proof. Let e denotes the antipodal point of ein the sphere C(82). Let 8 1(e) be
the equator on C(82

), consisting of those points 9 E 8b c G such that 92 = e.
We claim that the natural projection q : G ---+ GIU sends this equator to a
point. In fact, this claim is a eonsequence of the following assertion

Proposition 3.8 [Fo 2, p.124]. Let 9U be an arbitrary caset relative to U in
G, and besidesJ 9 E C(GIU). Then 9U n C(GIU) = {#} n C(GIU).

This assertion ean be obtained from the following explicit expression for the
Cartan embedding C : GIU ---+ G; 9U ~ 9U(9-1), where u denotes the
eorresponding involutive automorphism of the group G.

From Proposition 3.8 and the above claim we immediately get that the semi
sphere 8 2+ c C(82

) with boundary SI (e) and containing point e .is a relative
sphere of the fibration U ---+ G ---+ GIU, moreover, its projection into GIU
coincides with the Helgason sphere 8 2 c GIU. Now, it is easy to see that
there exists a geometrie realization Fj which sends the Helgason sphere 52 to
the equator 51(e). Suppose z is a point of 81(e). Then the shift L;1 sends
the equator SI(e) to a geodesie circle T l (a). By definition T l (a) is also a
geometrie realization of the image j(82

). To complete the proof of Lemma
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3.7 it suffices to show that T 1 (O') = 81 (0'). In fact, the shift L;l sends the
fiber containing SI(e) to the subgroup U and on the other hand, the sub
group 8U2 (O') is invariant under the action L;I. Hence, T 1 (O') belongs to the
intersection between SU2 (O') and U. This implies that Tl(a) = 8 1 (0').

Corollary 3.9. 51 (0') is a shortest closed geodesie on gro'Up G, and there/ore,
on group U.

Proo/. By construction 8U2(0:) is the subgroup corresponding to the highest
root 0' of G. Since G is simply connected the circle SI (0:) is of minimallength
[He].

Let U = SOn. It is known that a shortest closed geodesie on SOn is conjugate
under the action of the group I so(SOn) with the standardly embedded sub
group S02 which generates a non-trivial element in the fundamental group
7rl(SOn)' Hence, from Corollary 3.9 we immediately get the following conse
quence.

Corollary 3.10. Helgason's spheres in symmetrie spaees SUn/ SOn; E s/8016 ,

G2/804 realize non-trivial elements in Z'J-homologies 0/ their ambient spaees.

In other cases we have to look more carefu11y. Our aim is to show that the
geodesie circle 81(0) realizes a non-trivial element in the fundamental group
7rl(U), Let Wo belong to a Cartan" algebra H1U which is contained in a Cartan
algebra H1C • Let ho E Rwo be the vector corresponding to the foot 0'. It is
known that the vector h(a) = 41r ha /lal 2 belongs to the unit lattice r(G, H 1G )

of the group G. Let (; denote the universal covering of the group U. The
fact that the geodesie circle SI (a) realizes a non-trivial element in 1rl (U) is
equivalent to that h(O') does not belong to the unit lattice r( [;, H1U ) of the
group U. It is known that the unit lattice r of the simply connected group
U is spanz{h(ßj)}, where {ßj} is a fundamental systems of roots of IU, and
h(ßj) = 4trhßj /Ißjj'J (see [He], [Ta 1]).

Let us now consider asymmetrie space M = G/U, where IU is a direct sum
of 2 simple Lie algebras IUl and IU2 • In our case M is one of the following
spaces: SOm+n/(SOnxSOm), E6 /(SU2·SU6 ), E7/(SU2·Spin12), Es/(5U2·E7),
F4 / SV2 • Sp3. (Except the case of real grassmannians, other products listed
above, V = VI . V2 , are not direct. Namely, the intersection of VI and V2

consists of 2 points [Ta 1]). We note that the vector h(a) does not lie in any
algebra lVi, i = 1,2, otherwise, the subgroup SV2 (0:) lies in the group Vi C V
entirely. This contradicts to our observation that 5V2(0:) meets U at only a
circ1e 81(0'). Hence, in case IU = SOn ffi SOm, the root 0: can be written as
Xi ± Xj, where Xi E H;on and Xj E H;om' Thus, h(o:) does not belong to the
unit lattice of Spinn X Spinm. In the same way we verify that for all listed
above M the Helgason sphere S2 realizes a non-trivial element in '7r2(M) =
H2 (M, Z) = H2 (M, Z2) = Z2. To complete the proof of Theorem 3.6 we
need to consider the cases M = E6 / P SP4 and M = E7 / SU;. Straightforward
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calculation shows that if a elosed geodesic of minimallength in group (j / {±1},
Ü = SP4, SUs, then it is conjugate under 10 (U) with either the cirele S1(ß)
generated by highest root ßor the elosed geodesie S~ whose pull back into the
covering group U is the shortest geodesic joining two element (+1) = (e) and
(-1). Since the group 8U2 (0:) does not He in U, we get that 0: is not a highest
root of lU1 ffi lU2• Hence, we easily obtain that the cirde S1(0') is eonjugate
with S~. Thus, S1(O') realizes a non-trivial element in 1I"1(U), This completes
the proof.

In conclusion we show a consequence of Theorem 2.1 for non-compact sym
metrie spaces. It is well known that the upper bound of section curvature of
these spaces is zero [He].

Proposition 3.11. Let X be a flat totally geodesie submaniJold in a non
eompaet symmetrie spaee M. Then X is a globally minimal submanifold.
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